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It’s what we do.
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We have spent our entire careers
dealing with a wide spectrum of threats
across the world, be they physical,
electronic, political, financial or natural.
Our global reach capability and years
of exposure to foreign and domestic
threats has kept us at the forefront
and cutting edge of what we do,
continuously searching for innovative
methods to improve our abilities to
better protect our clients’ interests.
EESS serves multi-national companies
and executives that have facilities
and interests worldwide, supporting
their global, regional and local security
managers in carrying out their strategic
security plans and goals.

Situational Awareness /
Surveillance Detection
Situational awareness is the backbone
for identifying and preventing bad
situations. If you travel into non
permissive countries and are constantly
on the move, this training is a must
have.
Learn
•

Surveillance Practices

•

Counter Surveillance

•

7 Step process in enemy surveillance

•

Travel Risk Management Techniques

•

and much more....

Defensive and Evasive Driving

The initial driving
brief is presented in
a classroom setting
and culminates
with practical
driving exercises
giving students
the opportunity
to practice and
demonstrate
their level of
understanding and
ability to apply the
concepts and skills
taught. Throughout
the day the student
will practice high
speed chases,
ramming, and
in turn learn to
maintain control of
the vehicle while
making effective
driving decisions in
aggressive, hostile
and congested
traffic similar to
what they might
experience in other
regions of
the world.

2-3 Day Counter Kidnap Course/Travel Risk
Management

C

ustomized courses
are available
depending on
the client profile
and areas of operation. This
course is a combination
of surveillance, counter
surveillance, self defence,
defensive and evasive
driving and other technical
courseware. Families are also
welcome to enroll. Our highly
trained and experienced
instructors come form US
govt. intelligence agencies
and special operations military
forces. Our training solutions
can be applied to any type
of training content and our
development teams are
tailored to meet individual
customer needs.
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W

e further assure progress
for each student
through real-time
training reporting and
continuous assessment. This means
we provide innovative, realistic
training and education options that
can dramatically improve learning,
retention, and performance. Our
multi- functional staff contains
experienced expert/instructors,
analysts, LE professionals, former and
retired military and subject matter
experts. We build successful training
and education solutions by working
closely with our clients, and getting a
good historical picture of where they
have been and where they want to go.

.

The Tactical Combat Casualty
Care (TCCC) course introduces
evidence-based, life-saving
techniques and strategies for
providing the best trauma
care on the battlefield. NAEMT
conducts TCCC courses under
the auspices of its PHTLS
program, the recognized world
leader in prehospital trauma
education.

The course’s content and
structure also can be modified
for law enforcement special
weapons and tactics and
special response teams.
NAEMT also offers a civilian
version of the TCCC course for
tactical emergency casualty
care.
NAEMT’s TCCC courses are
taught by a global network
of experienced, well trained
instructors with oversight
provided by NAEMT’s PHTLS
Committee.

The course is designed
for combat EMS/military
personnel, including medics,
corpsmen, and para rescue
personnel deploying in
support of combat operations.

Tactical Medicine and Executive
Protection Training
Executive Protection

Low Profile Secure Transportation.
With risk levels still high for
travellers to Mexico, there is
a continued need for foreign
corporations with operations
there to be able to mitigate
travel risk to an acceptable
level consistent with business objectives, regulations
and standard of care within
the industry. Nevertheless,
this duty of care requirement
has grown for many corporations to include not just high
level executives, but also mid
level personnel. However, this

Executive Protection Courses
represents a larger volume of personnel and using the
traditional protection solution of armed personnel
with armoured vehicles is not a viable option economically speaking, not to mention that evolving tactics by the criminal organizations have improved the
way they can target and quickly react to these high
profile protection details.

Protective Operations
The protection of an individual is comprehensive and
goes well beyond surrounding the individual with
agents. As part of the EESS mission of preventing an
incident before it occurs, the details rely on meticulous advance work and threat assessments developed
by its Intelligence Division to identify potential risks
to the principals.

8-14 Day PSD Curriculum
7 Day PSD Refresher
Advanced Tactics
Weapons Training
Driving
Lone Operator
Medical-TCCC
Logistics and Planning
Intelligence Gathering
K-9

Our group would not be here today...if we didn’t understand teamwork. We are teambuilding specialists skilled in bringing the right individuals and groups together to
work as effective, cohesive units. Over the years Eagle Eye Security Solutions has
developed an extensive network throughout the Globe of trusted and qualified
professionals and authorities that can be pulled together in different collaborative
efforts to provide a high quality solution to almost any security or loss issue that a
company or individual may encounter. With our strong US based support network
through our strategic allies, we are capable of offering and handling a much more
extensive and professional spectrum of security services throughout the World. Our
success is owed to our strategic alliances that we have fomented over the years, on
both sides of the border, allowing us to offer synergistic integrated solutions.
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